CS Department Special Awards –
- Distinguished Speaker Award – Pam Leitterman
- CS Mentor Award – Katrina Ward
- Outstanding Computer Science Graduate Teaching Assistant Award – Nathan Elo
- CS Leadership Award – Chris Rawlings
- CS Ambassador Award – Anurag Panwar
- Outstanding Service Award – Chris Rawlings

Accenture Scholarship – Logan Powell, Nicholas Eads, Keaton Schmidt

John W. Hamblen Computer Science Scholarship – Adam Bowers

Ellen M. Hodges Memorial Scholarship – Emily Karr, Anna Scheuler, Deborah Yu

Rex Widmer - RWS - Software Archaeology Computer Science Scholar – Lucas Reynolds, Sang Mai

Daniel C. St. Clair Scholars & Fellows – Daniel Grooms

Mark X. Stratman Scholarship – Dennis Hahn

CS Alumni Scholarships – Alexander Ernst, Evan Miller, Patrick Bremehr, Nathan Loika, Jacob Zimmermann, David Crow, Shae Bolt, Kyle Knudsen, Madison Green, Corey Kluesner, Benton Miller, Doug Steiert

CS Academic Achievement Awards – 4.0

Freshman: David Crow

Sophomore: Michael Beaver, Andrew Bueter, Patrick Crabtree, Adam Evans, Daniel Fuchs, Chenwei Gong, Ryan Leas, Logan Powell, Alex Shaw.

Junior: Owen Chiaventone, Jonathan Walsh, Samuel Yoder


Ph.D.: Md Azhural Islam, Nathan Jarus, Wenchao Jiang, Aaron Pope, Tom Roth Satyaki Roy, Michael Wisely, San Yeung

Research Poster Contest Winners-

Undergraduate
First Place: John Tegtmeier
Dr. Sanjay Madria

Second Place: El Hadji (Malick) Ndiaye
Dr. Sajal Das

Graduate
1st Place: Tom Roth
Dr. Bruce McMillin

3rd Place: Mingzhong Li
Dr. Zhaozheng Yin

2nd Place: San Yeung
Dr. Sanjay Madria